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Abstract16

Explosive volcanic eruptions are one of the most important driver of climate vari-17

ability. Yet, we still lack a fundamental understanding of how climate change may af-18

fect future eruptions. Here, we use an ensemble of simulations by 1D and 3D volcanic19

plume models spanning a large range of eruption source and atmospheric conditions to20

assess changes in the dynamics of future eruptive columns. Our results shed new light21

on differences between the predictions of 1D and 3D plume models. Furthermore, both22

models suggest that as a result of ongoing climate change, for tropical eruptions: i) higher23

eruption intensities will be required for plumes to reach the upper troposphere/lower strato-24

sphere (UTLS); and ii) the height of plumes currently reaching the UTLS or above will25

increase. We discuss the implications of these results for the climatic impacts of future26

eruptions. Our simulations can directly inform climate model experiments on climate-27

volcano feedback.28

1 Introduction29

Explosive volcanic eruptions that inject sulfur gases into the stratosphere modu-30

late Earth’s radiative balance and are a major natural climate forcing (e.g. Robock (2000);31

Sigl et al. (2015)). Large volcanic eruptions (e.g. Mt. Tambora 1815, Mt. Pinatubo 1991)32

result in global mean surface cooling of the order of 0.5-1 K. Smaller and more frequent33

volcanic events also have a significant climate footprint and have offset 30% of anthro-34

pogenic CO2 forcing over 2000-2015 (e.g. Santer et al. (2014); Schmidt et al. (2018)).35

Conversely, climate can affect volcanoes. In particular, the impacts of glaciation/deglaciation36

cycles on the frequency of volcanic eruptions has been the focus of many studies (e.g.37

Jellinek et al. (2004); Watt et al. (2013); Cooper et al. (2018)). However, the exploration38

of climate-volcano feedback related to processes governing the climatic impact of a vol-39

canic eruption is nascent. For example, changes in ocean stratification (Fasullo et al.,40

2017) and tropospheric aerosols (Hopcroft et al., 2017) are expected to affect the climate41

response to future eruptions. Despite the widely studied sensitivity of volcanic plume42

dynamics to atmospheric conditions (e.g. Woods (1995); Bursik (2001); Costa et al. (2016)43

and references therein), a single study has investigated the impact of global warming on44

plume rise and subsequent atmospheric SO2 injections: Using a one-dimensional inte-45

gral (1D) model of volcanic plume (Degruyter & Bonadonna, 2012), Aubry et al. (2016)46

suggest that global warming will result in decreased volcanic stratospheric sulfate injec-47

tions in the tropics as a consequence of projected changes in temperature profiles. To48

quantify the amount of gas injected into the stratosphere for specified eruption source49

and atmospheric conditions, the vertical distribution of mass flux from the plume to the50

umbrella cloud is required. We briefly review the dynamics governing this distribution51

hereafter.52

During an explosive eruption, hot volcanic gases and particles are released from the53

vent into the atmosphere forming a turbulent, multiphase flow. Turbulence induces mix-54

ing with the surrounding atmosphere, which is entrained into the rising gas-particle mix-55

ture, affecting the plume buoyancy (Morton et al., 1956; Morton, 1959). Entrainment56

thus control the neutral buoyancy level (NBL) (Woods, 1988; Cerminara, Ongaro, & Neri,57

2016) above which an umbrella cloud spreads, injecting ash and gas into the atmosphere58

(Suzuki & Koyaguchi, 2009; Devenish & Cerminara, 2018). 1D plume models represent59

entrainment as an inflow of atmosphere into the plume characterized by an entrainment60

velocity (uε on Fig. 1). This velocity is parameterized as a function of the averaged plume61

velocity and horizontal wind speed, through two empirically constrained entrainment co-62

efficients that are subject to high uncertainties (Aubry et al. (2017) and references herein).63

On the other hand, 3-dimensional (3D) plume models resolve the multiphase Navier Stokes64

equations and turbulence down to grid scale (Large Eddy Simulations, LES). Some of65

them need an empirical parameter for the sub-grid turbulence (Smagorinsky, 1963), oth-66
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ers use dynamic LES and do not need any parameters (Bardina et al., n.d.; Moin et al.,67

1991; Cerminara, Ongaro, & Berselli, 2016; Cerminara, Ongaro, & Neri, 2016). These68

different approaches are the main cause of differences in plume height predictions among69

3D and 1D models (Costa et al., 2016).70

Another key difference between 1D and 3D model is that 1D plume models rely71

on a self-similarity assumption prescribing the distribution of gas, particles, and veloc-72

ity fields across any section of the plume (e.g. “top-hat profile”, Fig. 1). 1D models thus73

cannot directly predict the vertical injection profile, but only the plume height, either74

defined as the NBL or the top height, which differ by 25-50%. Furthermore, the umbrella75

cloud is characterized by lateral intrusions into the atmosphere and downward flow from76

the region overshooting the NBL. Consequently, the self-similarity assumption in 1D mod-77

els is violated above the NBL resulting in unreliable top height predictions.78

As a consequence of the limitations of 1D models in predicting a full injection pro-79

file for volcanic gases, it is critical to investigate how climate change will affect volcanic80

plume dynamics using 3D models. In particular, how would the feedback hypothesis of81

Aubry et al. (2016) - decreased stratospheric volcanic inputs in a warmer world - be mod-82

ified if investigated with a 3D plume model? To answer these questions, we conduct a83

suite of benchmark numerical experiments to compare the projections of the 1D plume84

model used by Aubry et al. (2016) with a 3D plume model (Cerminara, Ongaro, & Berselli,85

2016; Cerminara, Ongaro, & Neri, 2016). In addition to refining predictions for the fate86

of volcanic plume dynamics on a warming Earth, our results provide valuable insights87

on differences between 1D and 3D plume models.88

uε

Mass fraction of fine ash

Figure 1. Left: Fields of one of the 3D plume model simulation. Dark blue and white shad-

ings show streamlines of the instantaneous velocity field. The grey shading shows the area where

the instantaneous fine ash content is above 1% of that at the vent. The color shading show the

instantaneous fine ash fraction. Thick white lines show the centerline and plume radius of the

corresponding 1D simulation, with arrows illustrating the top-hat velocity profile used and en-

trainment velocity uε.

Right: Time-averaged specific mass flux profile of the 3D model for the simulation shown in the

left panel. Horizontal lines show the spreading and top heights of the 1D and 3D models as well

as the tropopause height.
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2 Volcanic plume models89

For the 1D plume model, we use the model described in Degruyter and Bonadonna90

(2012), which was also adopted by Aubry et al. (2016). Radial profiles of plume prop-91

erties are assumed to be self-similar (of top-hat shape) along the plume centerline and92

are integrated to obtain fluxes of mass, momentum and heat, which are then assumed93

to be conserved along the plume centerline (Fig. 1). The turbulent entrainment of at-94

mosphere into the plume is parameterized following Hoult et al. (1969) and the conden-95

sation of water vapor in the plume following Glaze et al. (1997). Parameter values are96

chosen to produce the best agreement between the 1D and 3D plume model for NBL pre-97

dictions, for late 20th century climate conditions (cf. section 3):98

• Entrainment coefficient are constants, with a value of 0.06 for the radial entrain-99

ment coefficient and 0.15 for the wind entrainment coefficient.100

• The condensation rate is 10−6 s−1, for which condensation of water vapor in the101

plume has negligible effects on plume height.102

These values are close to those found to produce the best agreement with an erup-103

tion source parameter database of 94 eruptive events (Aubry & Jellinek, 2018). We as-104

sume that the NBL predicted by the 1D model is representative of the height of spread-105

ing of the umbrella cloud. Our 3D model simulations show that this assumption is fairly106

reasonable, with the two heights being extremely well correlated (R2 = 0.96), but the107

NBL being ' 15% smaller than the spreading height.108

For the 3D plume model, we use ASHEE, the 3D model presented in Cerminara,109

Ongaro, and Neri (2016) and Cerminara, Ongaro, and Berselli (2016). ASHEE solves110

the compressible fluid dynamics of turbulent multiphase flows. Turbulence is treated via111

the dynamic Large Eddy Simulations method. Decoupling between gas and solid phases112

can be treated with a combined Eulerian-Lagrangian approach but is kept switched-off113

in this study to obtain results independent from the grain-size distribution. However,114

we have checked that kinematic decoupling of pyroclasts is not influencing much the mass115

distribution of gas and fine ash (< 64 microns) in the umbrella cloud (Fig. S1). The dis-116

tribution of volcanic ash and gas in the umbrella cloud are extracted from the 3D model117

using an averaging technique based on the vertical evolution of the plume mass flow rate.118

The maximum spreading level is obtained from these profiles, as the level where the in-119

jection flow is maximum. The duration of all 3D simulations is 2000 s, enough to define120

stable time-averaged quantities in the time window 1000-2000 s from the eruption start.121

3 Design of numerical experiments122

Both 1D and 3D volcanic plume models require two types of inputs: eruption source123

parameters and atmospheric conditions.124

The only source parameter we varied in our numerical experiments is the mass erup-125

tion rate (MER, also called eruption intensity), for which we tested 10 values regularly126

spaced on a logarithmic scale between 1.6× 105 and 7.9× 107 kg s−1. There is no di-127

rect link between the MER and the volcanic explosivity index (VEI, Newhall and Self128

(1982)), but the range of MER used roughly corresponds to VEI 3-7. We set the vent129

altitude, exit Richardson number, temperature and gas content to 1500 m, −3.16×10−2,130

1200 K and 4wt.%, respectively. These values fall in the middle of the range typically131

observed for explosive eruptions (Aubry et al., 2017).132

Atmospheric profiles are retrieved from experiments of the Coupled Model Inter-133

comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) from the MPI-ESM-LR climate model (Giorgetta134

et al., 2013). Atmospheric profiles are spatially averaged for Iceland (63-67oN,14-24oW)135

and Philippines (12.5-17.5oN, 121-126oE) to compare the plume models in a tropical and136
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extra-tropical setting. Profiles are also temporally averaged for three 20-year periods:137

1981-2000, retrieved from the historical experiment, and 2081-2100 and 2281-2300, re-138

trieved from the RCP8.5 experiment, i.e. the upper-end greenhouse gas emission trajec-139

tory in CMIP5 (Van Vuuren et al., 2011). All atmospheric profiles used are provided in140

Table S1. Compared to 1981-2000, the temperature at 1000 hPa is ca. 3 K and 7.5 K141

higher in 2081-2100 and 2281-2300, respectively. The tropopause altitude is calculated142

by finding the lowest altitude at which the temperature lapse rate is less than 2Kkm−1,143

for at least 2 km.144

Altogether, we run 60 simulations with each plume model corresponding to 10 MERs,145

2 locations, and 3 climate scenarios. This experimental design does not allow to exten-146

sively explore the impacts of climate change on plume rise for, e.g., different regions and147

climate scenarios. We also do not explore uncertainties related to the climate model used148

and weather variability nor different configurations of the 1D (e.g. entrainment param-149

eterization) or 3D (e.g. subgrid turbulence model) plume models. However, these aspects150

are comprehensively explored either with the 1D plume model in Aubry et al. (2016) or151

with the 3D model in Cerminara, Ongaro, and Berselli (2016). Our main goal is to as-152

sess whether 1D and 3D model agree on changes in plume dynamics induced by climate153

change, on the basis of 60 representative experiments which already represents an im-154

portant computational cost for the 3D model.155
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4 Results156

4.1 Plume spreading height157

Figure 2. Left and right panels show results for Iceland and the Philippines, respectively.

Panels a-d: Plume spreading altitude (km above sea level, a.s.l.) as a function of the MER as

predicted by the 3D (a,b) and 1D (c,d) plume models under different climate scenarios. Con-

tinuous lines show cubic interpolation of simulation results (symbols). Horizontal dashed lines

show the tropopause height for each location/scenario. Panels e-f: Critical MER for which the

spreading altitude equates the tropopause, for each scenario and model.

Figure 2 (a-d) shows the spreading altitude of the umbrella cloud as a function of158

the MER as predicted by the 3D (a,b) and 1D (c,d) plume models for Icelandic (left)159

and Philippinian (right) atmospheric profiles, for the three climate scenarios used. Both160

3D and 1D models show the same trends as the atmospheric profiles change. In Iceland,161

both models predict an increase in plume height by ca. 1-2 km for MERs between 106162

and 107 kg s−1, going from the 20th century to the 23rd century case. In the Philippines,163

both models predict a decrease in plume height by up to ca. 5km for MERs up to ca.164

3× 106 kg s−1 and, above, an increase in plume height by ca. 2km.165

Using 12 volcanic areas, (Aubry et al., 2016) show that the trends from Figure 2166

for the Philippines are systematic in tropical regions and related to changes in the strat-167

ification of the tropical atmosphere. In contrast, changes in plume heights for high-latitude168

regions, such as Iceland, are more specific to the region considered as they are largely169

affected by projected changes in both stratification and wind speed profiles.170
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In addition to plume height, the tropopause height (horizontal dashed lines on Fig-171

ure 2.a-d) is changing as well. For example, in Iceland and for a MER of 1.25×106 kg s−1,172

the 3D model predicts an increase in plume height by 2km between the historical and173

RCP8.5 23rd century climate conditions. However, because the tropopause height increases174

by over 3km between these scenarios, the plume height switches from above the tropopause175

to below the tropopause. In the Philippines, both decreasing plume height for MERs up176

to 3 × 106 kg s−1 and increasing tropopause height contribute to increase the critical177

MER required to reach the tropopause as climate changes, shown on Figure 2.e-f. In the178

Philippines (Figure 2.f) this critical MER increases by 13% (1D model) to 44% (3D model)179

from a historical climate to a RCP8.5 21st century climate, and by 200% (1D model) to180

300% (3D model) from a historical climate to a 23rd century climate.181

Figure 2 also reveals quantitative differences between the predictions of the two mod-182

els. First, for MERs> 3×106 kg s−1, the 3D model systematically predict higher plume183

heights than the 1D model (with a 1-10 km difference). Second, for MERs around 106 kg s−1,184

the slope of the plume height-MER curves are much steeper in the 3D model. This af-185

fects the model-predicted impact of climate change on plume height. For example, in the186

Philippines, the critical MER required to reach the tropopause is higher by up to 100%187

in the 1D model compared to the 3D model.188

4.2 Stratospheric injections189
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Figure 3. Left: Specific horizontal mass flux profiles as a function of height, as predicted by

the 3D model for the Philippines for a MER of 1.25 × 106 kg s−1 for the three climate scenarios

used. Dashed lines show corresponding tropopause altitudes.

Right: Same as left panel but with the mass flux profile shown as the function of H∗, the ratio of

the spreading to tropopause altitude. The horizontal dashed line shows the tropopause (H∗ = 1).
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Whereas Aubry et al. (2016) could only compare predicted plume height to tropopause190

height to infer changes in stratospheric injections from 1D model simulations, we can in-191

vestigate changes in the horizontal mass flux profiles in the plume predicted by the 3D192

model. Figure 3 (left) shows these profiles for the three climate scenarios investigated,193

for a MER of 1.25×106 kg s−1 in the Philippines. As expected from Figure 2, the peak194

of these profiles, which is defined as our spreading height, decreases in height from his-195

torical to RCP8.5 climate. With changing tropopause height, horizontal mass flux pro-196

files in the umbrella plotted as a function of H∗ (altitude normalized by tropopause height)197

instead of the altitude are more insightful (Figure 3, right). In the Philippines, both the198

shift of mass flux profiles to lower altitudes and increase in tropopause height contribute199

to shifting injections well below the tropopause for the chosen case. We can calculate200

the fraction of mass injected by the umbrella cloud above the tropopause (F ∗) as the201

ratio of the integral of the mass flow rate above H∗ = 1 and that of the integral above202

the vent altitude. For the MER shown in Figure 3, F ∗ goes from 34% for the histori-203

cal climate to 8% for the 21stC RCP8.5 climate and 0% for the 23rdC RCP8.5 climate,204

showing a dramatic decrease of stratospheric inputs for such eruption intensity.205
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Figure 4. Fraction of mass injected into the stratosphere F ∗, calculated by integrating spe-

cific horizontal mass flux profiles, as a function of the MER. Panel organization and legend are

the same Figure 2.a-d.

Figure 4 (left) shows F ∗ as a function of the MER for all experiments run in the206

3D model in Iceland (top) and the Philippines (bottom). We also report the range of MER207

for which F ∗ is between 0.1 and 0.9 on each panel. In Iceland (top left of Fig. 4), F ∗
208

is sensitive to climate conditions for MERs between 6×105 and 4.4×106 kg s−1. Dif-209

ferences between the historical and 21stC RCP8.5 scenario tested are minor because the210

upward shift of injection profile is mostly compensated by the rise of the tropopause. How-211

ever, for the 23rdC RCP8.5 scenario, the large increase in tropopause height results in212

values of F ∗ smaller by up to 60% compared to the historical scenario. In the Philip-213

pines (bottom left of Figure 4), F ∗ values are sensitive to the climate scenario tested for214

MERs between 9 × 105 and 9 × 106 kg s−1 . The combined downward shifts of injec-215

tion profile and upward shift of tropopause height mostly results in a decrease of F ∗. From216

a historical to a 21stC RCP8.5 climate scenario, F ∗ decreases by up to 30% although there217

is a small range of MERs for which F ∗ increases by up to 7%. From a historical to a 23rdC218
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RCP8.5 climate scenario, F ∗ decreases by up to 80%. In particular, over a range of MERs219

covering almost an order of magnitude, F ∗ is smaller by 20-80%.220

Rigorously, changes in the mass fraction injected into the stratosphere F ∗ cannot221

be investigated with the 1D model. However, if we center and normalize altitude by the222

spreading height, all individual injection profiles from the 3D model are well fitted by223

a single gaussian function (Figure S2). As a first-order approximation, we thus use the224

NBL predicted by the 1D model and the gaussian function shown on Figure S2 to in-225

fer an injection profile from the 1D model simulations and calculate the corresponding226

value of F ∗. Results are shown on the right panels of Figure 4. Overall, the trends pro-227

jected by the 1D models for F ∗ are in good agreement with those from the 3D model,228

although some differences exist. For example, in Iceland (top panels of Figure 4), the range229

of MERs for which F ∗ is sensitive to climate scenario with the 1D model (4×105−8×230

106 kg s−1) is narrower in the 3D model, which is consistent with the steeper plume height-231

MER slope of the 3D model highlighted in Figure 2 (a-d).232

5 Discussion233

5.1 Differences between 1D and 3D plume model projections234

Overall, the 1D and 3D plume models agree well on trends in plume height with235

projected climate change, and in particular that:236

• Tropical eruptions whose plume currently reach the lowermost stratosphere will237

be confined to the troposphere.238

• Tropical eruptions whose plume currently reach the lower-middle stratosphere will239

see their plume height increase by up to a few kilometers.240

However, for MERs on the order of 106 kg s−1, the 3D model shows a much steeper241

increase in plume height with increasing MER compared to the 1D model. One poten-242

tial explanation lies in the double umbrella cloud structure seen in some of the 3D model243

runs, with two clear local maxima in the horizontal specific mass flow rate profiles (e.g.244

Figures 3 and S2). When increasing the MER, the height of these local maxima increase.245

In addition, the largest maxima may switch from the peak located at a lower height to246

that relatively higher, i.e. the primary umbrella cloud may switch from the lower intru-247

sion height to the higher one. In such case, given our definition of the umbrella cloud248

spreading height as the height where the maximum horizontal specific mass flow rate is249

reached, there is a particularly steep increase in spreading height related to both the in-250

creasing MER and the switch in the “dominant” umbrella cloud.251

In addition, for a MER of 8×107 kg s−1, the 3D model (ASHEE) predicts plume252

heights higher than the 1D model by up to 10 km (Figure 2.a-d). The NBL height (22253

km) and maximum height (50 km) obtained for this MER with ASHEE are also high254

compared to results of the same model for the strong plume case of the eruptive column255

model inter-comparison study (Costa et al. (2016), MER = 1.5×109 kg s−1, and NBL256

= 22 km/maximum height = 37 km for ASHEE). However, the strong plume simulated257

for the intercomparison study had smaller exit velocities (275 m s−1 instead of 330m s−1),258

temperature (1053 K instead of 1200 K), and was partially collapsing which likely ex-259

plain these differences. Note that despite the more realistic treatment of plume dynam-260

ics in 3D models, no study has yet taken advantage of recent eruption source parame-261

ter datasets (e.g. Mastin (2014); Aubry et al. (2017)) to test whether 3D models pro-262

vide significantly better predictions than 1D models for the relationship between MER,263

atmospheric conditions and plume height.264

Last, one factor that is not accounted for in this study is how atmospheric humid-265

ity impacts the rise of volcanic plumes. Figure S3 shows that when using the 1D model266
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with a value of the condensation rate of 10−1 s−1 (equivalent to immediate condensa-267

tion of entrained atmospheric water vapor, Glaze et al. (1997)), the projected changes268

in plume height for tropical tropospheric eruptions are affected. However, Aubry and Jellinek269

(2018) show that the plume height predictions of the 1D model used are significantly bet-270

ter when ignoring the effect of condensation. Clarifying the role of water condensation271

for future eruption dynamics will thus require to incorporate water phase changes and272

their impacts on the plume buoyancy flux in ASHEE, which is beyond the scope of this273

study.274

5.2 Implications of our results for climate-volcano feedback275

All in all, 3D plume model simulations support the core results previously suggested276

on the basis on 1D plume model simulations. Projected climate change implies a decrease277

of the height at which tropical volcanic plumes inject gases in the upper troposphere to278

lowermost stratosphere, and an increase of plume height in the low-mid stratosphere. In279

addition to validating these results, our new numerical experiments demonstrate that280

combined changes in plume height and tropopause height should result in reduced strato-281

spheric gas injections for a large range of eruption intensities. To illustrate the conse-282

quences of our results, we use an idealized box model of volcanic aerosol forcing to pre-283

dict the global mean stratospheric aerosol optical depth (SAOD) timeseries for each ex-284

periment we conducted. This model (preliminary version published in Aubry (2018)) builds285

on the Easy Volcanic Aerosol model (Toohey et al., 2016) but accounts for injection height.286

SO2 injection profiles are either taken from the 1D or 3D plume model predictions. Ta-287

ble S3 shows the resulting time-integrated SAOD for all experiments.288
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Figure 5. Global mean stratospheric aerosol optical depth (SAOD) timeseries at 550nm pro-

jected for an eruption injecting 9TgS into the atmosphere in the Philippines, with a MER of

2.5 × 106 kg s−1 (left) or 4 × 107 kg s−1 (right). SAOD are predicted by an aerosol box model to

which we specify SO2 injections profile from the 1D (dashed lines) or 3D (continuous lines) plume

model. Colors correspond to the climate scenarios used for atmospheric conditions inputted in

the plume model.
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Figure 5 shows the SAOD timeseries for MERs of 2.5×106 kg s−1 (left) and 4×289

107 kg s−1 (right) in the Philippines. These two cases are particularly relevant to the290

climate community because they respectively represent upper tropospheric/lower strato-291

spheric tropical eruptions, which govern the stratospheric aerosol background (Solomon292

et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2018), and major mid-stratospheric tropical eruptions, which293

exert a considerable forcing with decadal impacts on climate variability (Robock, 2000).294

For the weaker MER (Figure 5, left), we project a decrease of peak SAOD by 7% (3D295

model) to 29% (1D model) from a present-day climate to a RCP8.5 21stC scenario, and296

a nihil perturbation of SAOD for a RCP8.5 23rdC scenario. This effect is directly related297

to the lower mass fraction injected into the stratosphere in RCP8.5 scenario for this MER298

(Fig. 4). For the stronger MER (Figure 5, right), we project an increase of peak SAOD299

by up 3% (3D model) to 13% (1D model) in RCP8.5 scenario relative to present-day cli-300

mate, depending on the plume model used. This effect is related to the higher injection301

height predicted by the plume models, which results in longer aerosol decay timescales302

in the aerosol box model.303

Although simplistic, our approach illustrates the variety of feedback potentially at304

play between climate and volcanoes. In particular, it suggests a future decrease in the305

forcing associated with eruptions currently injecting gases in the uppermost troposphere/lowermost306

stratosphere, but an increase for mid-stratospheric eruptions. For the latter eruptions,307

the magnitude of the SAOD increase projected from the aerosol box model compares to308

decrease in forcing associated with a future Tambora-like eruption in Hopcroft et al. (2017).309

Figure 5 thus suggests that climate-volcano feedback related to plume dynamics would310

have climatic implications comparable to feedback related to the sensitivity of the re-311

sponse to volcanic forcing to the background climate (Fasullo et al., 2017; Hopcroft et312

al., 2017). We thus urge future studies on climate-volcano feedback to incorporate the313

impact of climate changes on the vertical distribution of volcanic gases in the atmosphere.314

For specific case studies, e.g. future Tambora-like eruption (Fasullo et al., 2017; Hopcroft315

et al., 2017), 3D plume models can be used for a more complex and physical represen-316

tation of the dynamics of umbrella cloud. For studies exploring the effect of future erup-317

tion sequences (e.g. Bethke et al. (2017)) the cost of 3D plume models is prohibitive but318

1D models with parameterized injection profiles (Figure S2) can be used and our study319

demonstrates that their projections for trends in future plume height and stratospheric320

injections are comparable to 3D models.321

6 Conclusions322

We use a 1D and a 3D volcanic plume model to assess the potential impacts of on-323

going climate change on the rise of explosive volcanic columns. We demonstrate that cli-324

mate change may affect the vertical distribution of SO2 injected by future eruptions into325

the atmosphere. In particular, both models agrees on two trends for tropical eruptions:326

• Higher eruption intensities will be required for plumes to reach the upper tropo-327

sphere/lower stratosphere. This is a consequence of both a decrease of plume height328

in this region and an increase of the tropopause height.329

• The height of plumes currently reaching the lower stratosphere or above will in-330

crease.331

Using an idealized volcanic aerosol box model, we show that these changes in plume332

dynamics would affect post-eruption SAOD. Our results thus demonstrate that an ap-333

proach from the vent onward is required to understand how climate change will affect334

future eruptions and their climatic impacts. As a consequence, four classes of climate-335

volcano feedback governing the climatic impacts of a future eruptions can be identified:336
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1. Feedback affecting eruption source conditions, such as the impact of deglaciation337

on the frequency-magnitude distribution of eruptions (e.g. Cooper et al. (2018)).338

2. Feedback related to plume dynamics and SO2 injection into the atmosphere (Aubry339

et al. (2016), this study).340

3. Feedback related to volcanic sulfate aerosol chemistry and microphysics (Mills et341

al., 2016; Kremser et al., 2016), which remain unexplored. As an example, would342

SO2-sulfate aerosol conversion rate be modulated by the ongoing cooling of the343

stratosphere?344

4. Feedback modulating Earth’s radiative balance and climate response to a spec-345

ified distribution of volcanic aerosols, e.g. as a consequence of changes in tropo-346

spheric aerosols (Hopcroft et al., 2017) and ocean stratification (Fasullo et al., 2017).347

Understanding how these feedback combine together will enable to better understand348

the climatic impact of future volcanic explosive eruptions.349

The large panel of numerical experiments we conducted also sheds new lights on350

differences between 1D and 3D plume models (Costa et al., 2016). In particular, despite351

a good agreement on trends in plume height with ongoing climate change, the models352

show differences in the predicted relationship between the MER and the plume height,353

both under tropical and extra-tropical atmospheric conditions (Section 5.1). We also show354

that 3D models can inform a simple parameterization of the shape of the umbrella cloud355

that can then be used to predict injection profiles from NBL predictions of a 1D plume356

model.357
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